
Italian Musical Chairs

12/2/20

LaVerità reports that Trump-aligned 
lawyers are investigating an “Italian 
hand in pro-Biden fraud” involving a 
defense company [Leonardo SpA] 
and officials [Stefano Serafini] at the 
U.S. embassy in Rome. 

12/3/20

Telsy SpA, a subsidiary within the conglomerate Gruppo TIM, and 
the communications hardware supplier to the U.S. embassy in 
Rome, abruptly fires its CEO, Emanuele SPOTO. He is replaced 
ad interim by Alessandro PANSA, then-President of TI Sparkle 
SpA (Telsy SpA’s sister company) and former head of the DIS 
(equivalent to the American DNI) who was appointed to this post 
in 2016 by Italy’s then-Prime Minister, Matteo RENZI.
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12/5/20

Led by Giovanni MELILLO, the Naples Public Prosecutor office 
arrests and charges Arturo D’ELIA for illegal data exfiltration at 
Leonardo SpA’s Pomigliano d’Arco facility from 2015-2017. D’ELIA is 
a prodigy that hacked into a U.S. Air Force base in Oklahoma in 2006 
from his bedroom in his parents’ home by exploiting a NATO system 
vulnerability. Prior to that hack, he worked at the U.S. Air Force 
Office of Special Investigations (OSI) in Quantico, Virginia.

1/22/21

The Naples Public Prosecutor office abruptly suspends use of 
surveillance software produced by CY4GATE, which enabled 
law enforcement agencies to monitor suspects. The office 
realized that the software was—through a malware—actually 
alerting suspects that law enforcement agencies were 
monitoring them. Did D’ELIA inform MELILLO? Leonardo SpA 
owns over 30% of Elettronica Group, which owns CY4GATE. 
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2/3/21

Gruppo TIM announces that Eugenio SANTAGATA, 
then-CEO of CY4GATE, would become the next CEO of 
Telsy SpA on April 1. Hours later, the Prime Minister of 
Italy, Giuseppe CONTE, appoints Pietro BENASSI as the 
new director overseeing Italy’s secret services. Only 
four days later, on 1/26/21, Prime Minister CONTE 
announces his resignation.  
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